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Abstract 

The experiment aims to develop cost efficient solar concentration system 

model in converting solar energy to electrical energy. The existing solar 

concentrating systems are expensive and less convincing to use. In this 

experiment, the prototype consists of primary concentrator, secondary 

concentrators and receiver. This system is converted solar-thermal energy 

to electrical energy. The 3D models of primary concentrator were 

designed by Rhinoceros software. The primary concentrator is collected, 

focused and reflected upward sunlight from the sun. The secondary 

concentrator was used to concentrate sunlight and reflected to end of solar 

collecting field. Overall system was tested which primary concentrator 

was giving focal line, secondary concentrator was reflected focal line but 

second focal line was larger area and less density. 
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temperature 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The Nowadays, many power generation plants preferring 

non-renewable sources as primary resource. The 

developing countries are concentrating in inexhaustible 

and alternative energy resources such as wind, hydro, 

biomass and solar [1]. Solar energy is most popular 

among other renewable energy because other resource 

needs mechanical support such as chemical support, 

motors or generators [2]. There are approximately 

1000W/m2 sun power reaching the earth while earth 

receiving total energy of 1353W/m2 daily [3,4]. Even 

though, the earth receiving tiny fraction but still a 

massive energy amount. 

There are two ways to produce electricity from solar 

energy such as solar concentrating system and 

photovoltaic (PV) cell [5-8]. The photovoltaic (PV) cell 

which convert sunlight directly into electricity. 

Meanwhile, solar concentrating system is using mirrors to 

concentrate sunlight to heat the fluid [9-11]. High 

temperature fluid is used to rotate turbine or power an 

engine which drives generator to produce electricity. 

In this experiment, the solar concentrating system 

was created based on solar concentrating system which 

invented by Reif. This solar concentrating system consists 

part of solar radiation, concentration and solar energy 

absorption parts. The experiment aims to develop cost 

efficient solar concentration system model in converting 

solar energy to electrical energy. 

 

2. Methodology 

In this experiment, the prototype consists of primary 

concentrator, secondary concentrators and receiver. The 

function of secondary concentrator was tracked sunlight 

reflection and partially from primary concentrator and 

reflected solar energy to the metal sheet for temperature 

measurement. The secondary concentrator horizontal 

positioning accuracy was approximately between 1 cm 

and 2 cm that achieved by conventional linear stepper 

motor. 

 
 

Figure 1: Experiment prototype consists primary and 

secondary concentrator 
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The stepper motor function is controlling the rotation 

numbers, direction and rotational speed. Meanwhile, the 

stepper motor to be controlled form an IBM -compatible 

PC parallel port in this experiment. A unipolar stepper 

motor is interfacing with primary concentrator parallel 

port to control secondary concentrator. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Block diagram of architecture system. 

 

2.1 Hardware Implementation 

The primary concentrator is collected, focused and 

reflected upward sunlight from the sun. Besides, primary 

concentrator are located on the ground in flat and 

stationary position. The resultant parabola was used to 

construct primary concentrator. The parabolic shape in 

primary concentrator also helped in concentrated sunlight 

since the changed in sun movement and this shape was 

covered and fully received sunlight for whole day. The 

primary concentrator was constructed using wood and 

covered with Reflective Mylar foil roll which acted as 

reflector. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: The primary concentrator model. 

 

The real model was designed in ellipse shape with 

semi-major axis of α=90cm with focus point of 40 cm. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: 3 dimensions of primary concentrator. 

 

The 3D models of primary concentrator were 

designing used Rhinoceros software in Figure 5. The 

primary concentrator had surface area of 47x52cm in 

square shapes. 

The stationary primary concentrator is cheaper  since 

its located on the ground compared conventional solar 

concentrators was supported by metal superstructure. The 

upper surface is covered with concaved stainless steel 

super mirror with 90% reflection and thickness of 0.8 

mm. 

Meanwhile, secondary concentrator was used to 

concentrate sunlight and reflected to end of solar 

collecting field. The secondary concentrated is oriented 

north and south parallel with trough axis of primary 

concentrator. Three secondary concentrator were designer 

and designed mathematically same as primary 

concentrator. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: 3D model of primary concentrator using 

Rhinoceros software 
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Figure 6: Final primary concentrator prototype 

 

 
Figure 7: Secondary concentrator supporting metallic 

structure 

 

The secondary concentrator was in the horizontal 

west-east direction as showed in Figure 7. The movement 

also needed to make sure secondary concentrator was 

correct positioned at each time. The system was 

comprised of primary concentrator and secondary 

concentrator and tracking requirement geometry which 

summarized as primary concentrator had single extended 

focal line and moved from west to east, secondary 

concentrator was faced sunlight from primary 

concentrator and secondary concentrator focal line 

direction was coincide with primary concentrator focal 

line. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Illustration showed secondary position which 

focal line was coincided with primary concentrator focal 

line. 

 

The secondary concentrator had rotational movement 

from west to east translational tracking. The east-facing 

surface was used from early until middle of the day and 

secondary concentrator only shifted slightly to west. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Stepper motor was attached to the gears. 

 

In Figure 9, the support metallic rod holds up the 

secondary concentrator and secondary concentrator was 

attached with controlled rubber belt which secondary 

concentrator move freely together with support metal rod. 

The control cable ran parallel to the support metal rod 

which fixed and served as control system for moving 

together with east-west axis.  The controlled stepper 

motor was moved main belt attached to the gear and 

contributed to the sided pulleys movement. The rubber 

belt caused secondary concentrator to move either 

forward or backward depended on stepper motor shaft 

direction. 

 

3. Verification and Validation 

Overall system was tested which primary concentrator 

was giving focal line, secondary concentrator was 

reflected focal line but the second focal line was larger 

area and less density. The focal line was changed with 

ranges of 3 cm and temperature measurement for each 

hour was recorded. During temperature analysis, the 

actual temperature was measured while temperature of 

primary concentrator focal line and secondary 

concentrator focal line was fixed in a place at EFFAT 

University. The result was represented in Table 1 and 

Figure 10.  

 

Table 1: Temperature measurement among actual 

temperature, primary concentrator focal line temperature 

and secondary concentrator focal line 

Time 

interval 

Actual 

temp.  

Primary 

concentrator 

focal line temp. 

Secondary 

concentrator 

focal line temp. 

10am 29 °C 47 °C 32 °C 

12pm 29 °C 57 °C 34 °C 
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Figure10: Temperature measurement in different period 

 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusions, the cost-efficient solar concentration 

system had been obtained. The designed prototype 

mechanism was worked properly and overall result had 

met experiment aims. In future, the secondary 

concentrator angles will adjust for achieve more accurate 

results. A feedback system will be implemented using 

solar tracker sensor for secondary concentrator. 
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